A Musical Experience of Detroit Soul Rock

IFE MORA

Ife Mora, a Detroit Native, weaves her African American and Mexican roots for creating a gritty mix, guitar-driven sonic vision of blending Rock, Blues, Soul and Bluegrass genres. She is a Singer and Musician who reimagines the origins and future of Black American rock. As one of the founding bands of the AfroPunk movement in New York City, Ife Mora has Punk Rock in her roots, and has remained in the forefront of women of color creating and performing Rock and Roll.

$5 for UCSB students and youth under 12; $10 for general admission. https://goo.gl/qMy56j

FRI, FEB 23RD, 7:30 PM
MUSIC PERFORMANCE/MCC THEATER

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the MultiCultural Center at 805.893.8477

FOR THE FULL WINTER 2018 CALENDAR, VISIT MCC.SA.UCSB.EDU